STAR 10

Removing many coats
of linseed oil

PAINT STRIPPER
THAT WORKS!

After stripping with Star 10 “Phase 1
Paste” the logs were sanded. Now they
look like new and the homeowner is
ready to apply a new finish.
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The top of this picture shows the rough
sawn cedar siding coated with Star 10
“Phase 1 Paste”. The right side shows
the siding after power washing.
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HOW to make your
home BEAUTIFUL
again!

Removing old finish to bare wood
Step 1 Get an 8 oz sample
Step 2 Test a one square foot area
Step 3 Notice how it works
Step 4 Practice the technique before
doing a large area

Remove 1000 sq ft log face stain...
† with TWO men per day... ¢
No Methylene Chloride, No Caustics, No Acids, No NMP

Please call if you have any questions.
BEFORE

REMOVE: SIKKENS - TWP - HIGH
SIERRA - SANSIN - POLYSEAL NATUREONE - LINSEED OIL

AFTER

ANY STAIN BY ANY MANUFACTURER

Doing your Project
1. Mask as necessary.
2. Apply Star 10 “Phase 1 Paste” at 70 square
feet per gallon with a 1/2 gallon per minute
airless paint sprayer using a .517 spray tip.
3. Clean your airless sprayer and tools with
Star 10 “Phase 2 Liquid”.
4. Let the “Phase 1 Paste” ”dwell” for
approximately two hours. The number of
coats and different manufactures stain
dictate the “dwell” time.
5. Remove the “Phase 1 Paste” by pressure
washing with a 3,000 psi and three gallons
per minute cold water unit. Use long
sweeping strokes and over lap each stroke by
50%.
HINT: Two things most people do wrong is
they do not apply the “Phase 1 Paste” thick
enough and they do not let it “dwell” long
enough.

Removed 5 coats of Sikkens stain, notice how clean the logs become.
NO damage to the log face and the “fastest clean up”
after stripping.
Please check out our website, www.starten.com,
for a how-to video on log home stripping.

